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Introduction
} This Course Covers:

} What are Web APIs?
} Markdown
} JSON
} What is REST?
} HTTP Methods
} Query ParametersTools
} Next Steps



Schedule
8:30 Registration and Introductions
9:00 Markdown / JSON
11:00 Break
11:15 REST Methods
12:15 Lunch

12:45 REST URLs
1:30 REST Query parameters 
2:15 Break
2:30 Tools and Next Steps
2:45 Q&A



Peter Gruenbaum
} PhD in Applied Physics from Stanford
} Commercial Software Developer

} Boeing, Microsoft, start-ups
} C#, C++, Java, JavaScript, Objective-C

} API Writer
} Brought together writing and technology
} Since 2003
} President of SDK Bridge

} Teacher: Programming at middle, high school, and college



Wi-Fi



Download Presentation and Workbook
} Go to http://sdkbridge.com/downloads/
} Enter email to get put on my newsletter list

} At most one email every two months
} Put in a fake email if you don’t want me to have it 

(fake@example.com)

http://sdkbridge.com/downloads/


What are APIs?
} Application Programming Interface
} It defines how two pieces of software talk to each other
} For this workshop, we are focusing on Web APIs



Web APIs

API request

API response

Software developers need to know:
• What the request looks like so that the server can understand it
• What the response looks like so that they can make sense of the data.

Not a full web page ─ just the data!



The first web API: eBay

} Using the eBay website
} Works great for individuals
} Companies (like thrift stores) had to manage the website and 

their own accounting software
} Wouldn’t it be great if they could use their accounting 

software to sell things on eBay?
} eBay creates an API to do this in 2005

} More than half the items sold are through the API!



Mash-ups
} APIs allow developers to create apps that “mash up” data from 

different sources
} Example: you want to create an app that shows how to get to 

the nearest dog park
} The city provides an API that says where all the dog parks are
} Google Maps provides an API that says how to get to a given location
} Your app calls them both!

Creative Commons Image: Jim’s Photos1 on Flickr



How many public APIs are there?



Why do we need good API documentation?
} Same reasons as for end user documentation

} Developers (usually) hate to write
} Developers (usually) are bad at writing

} What makes API documentation different than end user 
documentation?
} You are writing for a developer audience
} The documentation is very text-based



What are JSON and XML?
} Two types of structured data

} Structured data doesn’t necessarily fit 
into a table

} XML
} Older
} Still used 

} JSON
} Simpler
} Less text



Markdown

A Simple Markup Language

Introduction to Web API Documentation



Why Markdown?

• As part of this course, you will be asked to write 
documentation

• Markdown is a very popular format for API 
documentation

• So you will use Markdown for hands-on exercises



What is Markdown?

} Markup language like HTML, but simpler

} Easy to learn

} Easier to read than HTML

} Used in many content tools



Markdown Details

} Tools take Markdown and convert it to HTML

} Markdown has no style information

} There are different Markdown “flavors”

} If you can’t do something in Markdown, just add some 
HTML



Paragraphs

} Usually, lines together are considered part of the 
same paragraph

} Put a blank line between paragraphs.

First line.
Second line.

Third line.



Headings

} Start a line with a number of hash (#) marks to 
indicate a heading

} The number of # marks indicates the heading level

# Heading 1

## Heading 2

### Heading 3



Bold and Italics

} Enclose text in asterisks for italics

} Enclose text in double asterisks for bold

This is *italic*.

This is **bold**.



Monospace

} Monospace is good for displaying code concepts
} Enclose text in backticks (`)

This is `code`.



Links

} Links take this format: [text](link) 

[SDK Bridge](http://sdkbridge.com)

Link to http://sdkbridge.com

SDK Bridge



Images

} Images take this format: ![text](picture-url) 
} The text is the image’s alternate text 

![kitten](kitten.jpg)



Unordered Lists (Bullet Points)

} Start with asterisk or dash for each item

* Bread
* Potatoes
* Carrots
or
- Bread
- Potatoes
- Carrots



Ordered Lists (Numbers)

} Start with a number followed by a period.
} Note: The actual numbers don’t matter. 

1. Monday
2. Tuesday
10. Wednesday
6. Thursday



Tables

} Use pipes (|) for columns
} Use dashes (-) to separate header row
} Pipes don’t have to line up

| Name | Definition |
| ---- | ----- |
| Positive| Greater than zero |
| Negative| Less than zero |



Code Blocks

} Use three back ticks at the start (```)
} Use three back ticks at the end (```)
} Can optionally add programming language

```
{
"gender": ["m", "f", "n"]

}
```



Variations

} Several different ways to do different formatting
} For example, here is an alternate way to do heading

Heading 1
======

Heading 2
-----



Editors

} You can write Markdown in any text editor
} The easiest way to see results is in an online 

Markdown editor
} Search “online markdown editor”

} We will use StackEdit



StackEdit.io
# Peanut butter

Peanut butter is *delicious*.

## How to make

1. Crush peanuts
2. Spread on bread

## Types

| Type | Kids like |
| --- | --- |
| Smooth | Yes |
| Crunchy | No |



Markdown References

} Basic Markdown: search “Markdown Daring Fireball”
} Doesn’t include tables

} GitHub Flavored Markdown is very popular
} Does have tables
} Search “github flavored markdown”



Exercise 1: Markdown
} Write some simple Markdown
} Follow along in exercise book
} Electronic copy available at http://sdkbridge.com/exer.pdf
} Remember:
*italic*, **bold**, `monospace`
# Heading1, ## Heading2

| Header1 | Header2 |
| --- | --- |
| Column 1 | Column 2 | 

http://sdkbridge.com/exer.pdf


Data Types and Structured Data

How do you describe data?

Introduction to Web APIs



Introduction
} This section covers

} Data types
} Booleans
} Data collections
} Structured data



Data Types
} In programming, data can have certain types:

} Integer numbers
} Decimal numbers
} Text
} True/false
} Dates
} Custom types



Data Types, continued
} JSON has three types:

} Number 
} String
} Boolean

} XML has one type
} String



String
} Strings are a number of text characters “strung” together

} Enclosed in double or single quotation marks
} Can have letters, numbers, punctuation, etc.
} Can have spaces

} Examples:
} "Peter"
} "3345-3457-3489"
} "We hold these truths to be self-evident"



Boolean
} Boolean math is the math of true and false
} Booleans have only two values:

} true
} false

George Boole



Find the data types



Collections
} In addition to data types, structured data can have groups 

of data.
} There are two common types:

} Arrays (lists)
} Dictionaries(look up tables)



Arrays
} An array is a list of data values
} Arrays have:

} A size (how many are in the list)
} An order (which object comes first)

} Examples:
} List of numbers: 5, 2, 60, -7, 1, 6.5, 0
} List of strings: "John", "Paul", "George", "Ringo“

} You can have lists of lists!



Dictionaries
} A dictionary is a collection of data keys and values
} You use the key to look up the value

} Just like in a dictionary, you use the word to look up the 
meaning.

} Examples:
} Dictionary of US regions (keys) and number of states in that 

region (values)
} "West":6, "North East":10, "South":8, "Midwest":10



Structured data
} You can have:

} Dictionaries of lists
} Lists of dictionaries
} Dictionaries of dictionaries
} Etc. As many levels as you need

} This is what structured data is
} It can be a very complex tree of data



Structured Data and APIs

} API responses almost always have structured data
} API requests sometimes have structured data

API request

API response



JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

Introduction to Web APIs



Introduction
} This Lecture Covers

} What is JSON?
} Basic types
} Arrays
} Objects
} Nesting
} Indentation



JSON

} JavaScript Object Notation
} JavaScript is a programming language
} JSON was originally created to hold structured data to be used 

in JavaScript

} JSON became so popular…
} It is used for data for all kinds of applications
} It is the most popular way of sending data for Web APIs



Basic Data Types
} Strings

} Enclosed in single or double quotation marks
} Numbers

} Integer or decimal, positive or negative
} Booleans

} true or false
} No quotation marks

} null
} Means “nothing”.
} No quotation marks



Arrays
} Arrays are lists
} In square brackets [ ]
} Comma-separated
} Can mix data types
} Examples:

} [4, 6, 23.1, -4, 0, 56]
} ["red", "green", "blue"]
} [65, "toast", true, 21, null, 100]



Objects
} Objects are JSON’s dictionaries
} They are enclosed in curly brackets { }
} Keys and values are separated by a colon :
} Pairs are separated by commas.
} Keys and values can be any data type.
} Example:

} {"red":205, "green":123, "blue":53}



Nesting
} Nesting involves putting arrays and objects inside each 

other:
} You can put arrays inside objects, objects inside arrays, 

arrays inside arrays, etc.
} Often a JSON file is one big object with lots of objects 

and arrays inside.



Example JSON: Describing a song
{
"song":

{
"title": "Hey Jude",
"artist": "The Beatles",
"musicians": 

["John Lennon", "Paul McCartney", 
"George Harrison", "Ringo Starr"]

}
}



Example JSON: Describing a menu
{

"menu": [ 

{  "header": "File",

"items": [

{"id": "Open", "label": "Open"},

{"id": "New", "label": "New"},

{"id": "Close", "label": "Close"}

] },

{ "header": "View",

"items": [

{"id": "ZoomIn", "label": "Zoom In"},

{"id": "ZoomOut", "label": "Zoom Out"},

{"id": "OriginalView", "label": "Original View"}

]}

]}

ViewFile

Open

New

Close

Zoom In

Zoom Out

Original View



White Space and Indentation
} “White space” means spaces, new lines, etc.
} White space doesn’t matter

} Unless it’s inside quotation marks

} Good JSON formatting
} In general, add an indent for every new level of brackets
} End lines with commas
} Lots of exceptions to this!



Exercise 2: JSON

} Follow the instructions in the exercise
} Create two JSON files for weather forecast 

data

} Part A answer URL: 
http://sdkbridge.com/tc/ex2a.json



Documenting JSON

How JSON can be described

Introduction to Web APIs



Introduction
} This Lecture Covers

} Overall approach
} JSON responses
} JSON requests
} How to handle:

} Nesting
} Default values
} Valid values
} Formats



Description and Tables
} Start with a one sentence description
} JSON details are best documented in one or more tables

} Columns include key names, description, and type
} Can also include additional information

Element Description Type Notes



Request and Response
} Recall that JSON-based APIs have requests and responses.

} Requests sometimes send JSON
} Responses almost always return JSON
} Documentation is similar, but slightly different

API request

API response



Caveat
} There is no one way to document JSON files!
} The video describes my personal preferences
} Get approval from your team before writing all of the 

documentation



JSON Responses

} Element: The key of the key/value pair
} Description: A sentence fragment, usually a descriptive noun
} Type: number, string, Boolean, array, or object
} Notes: Additional information

Element Description Type Notes



JSON Requests

} Same as response table, but…
} Add a column called Required

} Indicates whether you have to have that element
} Fill with either “Required” or “Optional"

Element Description Type Required Notes



Nesting
} Three ways to handle nesting
} Show sample JSON and then a table
} Indentation

} Best for cases where objects are not reused
} Takes up less space

} Table for each object type
} Best for cases where objects are reused
} Takes up more space



Example JSON: Describing a song
{
"song":

{
"title": "Hey Jude",
"artist": "The Beatles",
"musicians": 

["John Lennon", "Paul McCartney", 
"George Harrison", "Ringo Starr"]

}
}



Song JSON Documentation

Element Description Type Notes



Song JSON Documentation

Element Description Type Notes

song Top level song data object

title Song title string

artist Song artist string

musicians A list of musicians who play on the song array of string

Represents a song.



Song JSON Documentation

Element Description Type Notes

song Top level song data object

title Song title string

artist Song artist string

musicians A list of musicians who play 
on the song

array of string

Represents a song.



Example JSON: Describing a menu
{

"menu": [ 

{  

"header": "File",

"items": [

{"id": "Open", "label": "Open"},

{"id": "New", "label": "New"},

{"id": "Close", "label": "Close"}

] },

{ "header": "View",

"items": [

{"id": "ZoomIn", "label": "Zoom In"},

{"id": "ZoomOut", "label": "Zoom Out"},

{"id": "OriginalView", "label": "Original View"}

]}

]}

ViewFile

Open

New

Close

Zoom In

Zoom Out

Original View



Menu JSON Documentation

Element Description Type Notes

menu Top level array of 
menu 
columns

header The name of the column string

items A list of menu items under the column array of 
menu items

id The ID of the menu item string

label The label that is displayed in the user 
interface

string

Represents a menu



Menu JSON Documentation (tables)

Element Description Type

menu Top level array of menu columns

Element Description Type

header The name of the column string

items A list of menu items under the column array of menu items

Menu object: Represents a menu.

Menu column object: Represents a column in a menu.

Element Description Type

id The ID of the menu item string

label The label that is displayed in the user interface string

Menu item object: Represents something you can select in a menu.



Example JSON: Adding a Comment
{

"comment":  {
"userId": "pgruenbaum",
"discussionId": 964564445654,
"time": "2015-02-28 10:04:32",
"text": "Well said, Barbara!"

}
}

Note: time is GMT and also optional. If not included, then it uses the current time 
when the request is received by the server.



Comment Request Documentation

Element Description Type Required Notes

comment Top level comment data
object

Required

userId The ID of the user 
making the comment

string Required

discussionId The ID of the 
discussion that is being 
commented on

number Required

time The time the comment 
was posted

string Optional Time is GMT. Format is YYYY-MM-DD
HH:MM:SS. Default is the time the 
comment is received by the server.

text The text of the 
comment

string Required

Represents a comment on a blog posting.



What goes in Notes?
} Default values
} If values are limited

} Examples: 
} Can have these values: "teacher", "student", "admin".
} Must be between 0 and 100.

} Formatting
} Examples:

} Date is YYYY-MM-DD
} URL

} Anything else important



Exercise 3: Document JSON

} Follow the instructions in the exercise
} Document two weather JSON responses
} Document a meeting request



Using Structured Data for 
Documentation

Generated Documentation

Introduction to Web APIs



Why Use Structured Data for Documentation?

} Documentation is “machine readable”
} Automated testing
} Interactive documentation

} Called “Autogenerated Documentation”



Swagger

} Swagger Output
} http://petstore.swagger.io/

} Swagger JSON
} https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-

Specification/blob/master/examples/v2.0/json/petstore.json

http://petstore.swagger.io/
https://github.com/OAI/OpenAPI-Specification/blob/master/examples/v2.0/json/petstore.json


Why Use Structured Data for Documentation?

} XSD files describe XML files
} Called “Schema files”
} XSD is in XML
} Can include documentation

} Although they don’t always



XSD Example
<xs:simpleType name="northwestStates">

<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation>States in the Pacific Northwest of 

US</xs:documentation>
</xs:annotation>

<xs:restriction base="xs:string">
<xs:enumeration value='WA'>
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation>Washington</xs:documentation>

</xs:annotation>
</xs:enumeration>
<xs:enumeration value='OR'/>
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation>Oregon</xs:documentation>

</xs:annotation>
</xs:enumeration>
<xs:enumeration value='ID'/>
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation>Idaho</xs:documentation>

</xs:annotation>
</xs:enumeration>

</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

Note the xs:annotation elements that have 
a xs:documentation element inside of it.

This has the documentation.

Simple type that can only be one of three 
values:
WA, OR, and ID



Limitations of Some Systems

} Swagger 1.0, I/O Docs, XSD
} Can only handle fairly short descriptions
} No images or links
} Best for very straightforward APIs and data
} Newer systems are better



More Sophisticated Systems

} Swagger 2.0, ReadMe.io, etc.
} Allow you to use Markdown
} Allow links, images, and longer text
} More on tools later



Representational State Transfer

What is REST?

Introduction to Web APIs



Introduction
} What is REST?

} Design Pattern
} Resources
} Stateless
} HTTP
} Formats

} Comparison to SOAP



What is REST?
} REpresentational State Transfer
} It's a type of web API
} REST has several features
} Design pattern, not a protocol



Design Pattern vs. Protocol
} A protocol is a pattern you need to fit exactly
} For example, USB

} Size of plug, number of pins, etc.

} A design pattern is a set of guidelines
} For example, a house design

} Can be colonial, adobe, craftsman



REST is a Design Pattern
} Guidelines to follow, but they are not strict
} Some APIs follow guidelines more closely than others.
} Because it's a design pattern, many people call APIs that 

use REST as "RESTful APIs".



History

} Previous web API styles required a lot of information 
being passed back and forth

} REST proposed by Roy Fielding
} Simpler and more flexible

} REST is its pure form is highly flexible, but not always easy 
to use

} Most RESTful APIs do not follow the pure design pattern



Requests and Responses

API request

API response

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0.
openclipart.org

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0.
webdesignhot.com

Please send 
me the state 
of my feed

I am transferring to you 
some data that represents 
the state of your feed



HTTP

} Like all web APIs, REST uses HTTP to send messages
} HyperText Transfer Protocol

} An HTTP address is a URL, just like for web pages
} HTTP has different "verbs" it can use

} GET, POST, DELETE, etc.

} Secure HTTP (https) is also an option



Resources defined in the URL
} A resource is a piece of data that represents something
} If you are making a request about users, then the URL should 

have the word "user" in it
} For example, the URL to return all users might be:

} http://api.example.com/user
} The URL can contain IDs to narrow information 
} For example, the URL to return information about user with 

ID 12345 might be:
} http://api.example.com/user/12345



Independent of Format

} The data sent and returned can be of any format
} JSON is the most common
} XML is also very common
} Can be media types, like images, sound files, etc.



Stateless

} REST is stateless
} Wait a minute, isn't it all about state?

} "Stateless" in this case means the server does not keep 
track of the state of the device

} Example: pagination



Requests

Sending Data to a Server

Introduction to Web APIs



Introduction
} What is an HTTP Request
} Anatomy of a Request
} Method
} URL
} Query Parameters
} Headers
} Body



Requests and Responses

API request

API response

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0.
openclipart.org

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0.
webdesignhot.com



What is an HTTP Request?
} Sending data from the device to the server
} Different types of data are stored in different parts of the 

request
} Important: 

} This lecture is an overview
} More details in future lectures



The Anatomy of a Request

POST http://api.example.com/users?source=ios&device=ipad

Accept: application/json
Content-type: application/json

{ 
"name": "Peter Gruenbaum",
"email": "peter@sdkbridge.com"

}

Method URL Query parameters

Headers

Body



Methods

} The action that you are taking
} Examples

} GET: Return data from the server
} POST: Create a new resource on the server
} DELETE: Delete a resource from the server



URL

} Stands for "Uniform Resource Locator"
} Same thing as what you put into the address bar in a 

browser
} Can start with http or https

} https for secure transactions

} Next comes the server information
} Then resource information

http://api.example.com/users



Query Parameters
} Usually contains information on how the data should be 

returned
} Key/value pairs
} You can sometimes see these in browser address bars

} Example: Google search
} Example:

} http://api.example.com/users?sort=name&dir=ascend
} Query parameters used to say: "Return sorted by name in 

ascending order."



Headers

} Headers are used for specific types of data
} There are standard headers to use for HTTP requests
} Most commonly used for:

} Data formats (JSON, XML, etc.)
} Authorization (security)



Body

} Used when sending a significant amount of data to the 
server

} Can be any format:
} Usually JSON or XML
} Can be a media file (image, video, sound file)

} Only have a body for POST and PUT
} Not GET or DELETE



In this workshop

} Cover HTTP methods and query parameters
} Won’t cover resources, headers, and body



Methods

Specifying Action

Introduction to Web APIs



Introduction
} What is an HTTP method?
} CRUD
} GET
} POST
} PUT
} DELETE



HTTP Methods
} As part of the HyperText Transfer Protocol, there are 

different types of requests
} If you type an address into a browser, that's a GET
} If you fill out a form in a browser, that's a POST
} There are actually several more



What can you do with a resource?

}Create
} Retrieve
}Update
}Delete



What can you do with a resource?

}Create
} Retrieve
}Update
}Delete



Mapping from CRUD to methods

} Create - POST
} Retrieve - GET
} Update - PUT
} Delete - DELETE



GET

} Retrieves data
} Has no body
} Use IDs in the URL to specify a particular object
} To get data on all restaurants:

} GET http://api.example.com/restaurants

} To get data the restaurant with ID = 98943:
} GET http://api.example.com/restaurants/98943



POST

} Creates a new resource object
} Data for creating object is in the body
} To create a new restaurant object:
POST http://api.example.com/restaurants
{

...data for new object...

}



PUT
} Modifies an existing resource object
} Data for updating the object is in the body
} Use IDs in the URL to specify a particular object
} To modify a restaurant object with ID 98943:
PUT http://api.example.com/restaurants/98943
{

...data for updated object...

}



DELETE

} Deletes an object
} Has no body
} Use IDs in the URL to specify a particular object
} To delete data for the restaurant with ID = 98943:

} DELETE http://api.example.com/restaurants/98943



Not all requests fit this model!
} Sometimes a request doesn't have to do with a resource
} Examples:

} Request turns on an appliance
} Request sends an email message



Endpoints
} An endpoint means the URL for acting on a specific kind of data
} Examples

} http://api.example.com/restaurants
} http://api.example.com/courses/{course-id}
} http://api.example.com/airlines/{airline-id}/flights

} For a given endpoint, you can have GET, POST, PUT and/or 
DELETE



Exercises 4 and 5: Methods

} Exercise 4: Use HTTP methods on a pet 
store data base

} Exercise 5: Document HTTP methods for a 
photography service

} Ask questions!



Query Parameters

Additional Data

Introduction to Web APIs



Introduction
} What are query parameters
} Examples of how they are used
} How to document query parameters



Query Parameters
} Query parameters contain additional data that you can 

send to the server
} Typically used to modify or filter the data that's returned
} You see these in browsers fairly often



Sometimes considered part of the URL
} If URL has a question mark in it

} Query parameters are after the question mark

} Key and value separated by equals sign
} Key/value pairs separated by ampersand

http://api.example.com/users?limit=10&offset=5



Example: Pagination

} What if your GET could return a lot of data?
} Break it up into several pieces through pagination
} First ask for first 10 items, then next 10, etc.
} Use query parameters to say what number to start at and how many
} Example: First 10
GET http://api.example.com/restaurants?limit=10&offset=0
} Example: Next 10
GET 
http://api.example.com/restaurants?limit=10&offset=10



Example: Filter

} Query parameters are also used for filtering data, so you only 
receive the items you want

} Example: Only return restaurants whose type is "pizza"

GET http://api.example.com/restaurants?type=pizza



Example: Format

} Query parameters are also used to specify the data format
} Note: this technique has fallen out of favor. Instead, usually the 

header is used to specify format.

} Example: Use XML

GET http://api.example.com/restaurants?format=xml



Specifying the format

} Here are three ways that the data format can be specified:
} Header

} Most common way.  Probably won’t cover in this workshop.

} Query parameter
GET http://api.example.com/restaurants?format=xml

} Suffix
GET http://api.example.com/restaurants.xml



Authorization

} Sometimes query parameters are used for authorization
} For example, a key like "token" or "apikey"
GET http://api.example.com/restaurants?

token=35f7987e7897a978c

} More common is to use headers for this information
} Probably won’t cover in this workshop



Documenting Query Parameters

} Because they are key/value pairs, it is very similar to 
documenting JSON or XML

} Create a table with these columns:
} Parameter
} Description
} Type
} Required
} Notes



Query Parameters Types

} Unlike JSON, all values are technically strings
} So for type, you may want to be more specific:

} Integer
} Date
} URL

} If the values are limited to a set, put that in the notes.



U.S. Weather Example
} date

} The date of the forecast, in format YYYY-MM-DD. Optional. Default is today's date 
} days

} The number of days. Required.
} zip

} The zip code (postal code) that says where the forecast is for. Required.
} language

} The language for the returned data. Two-letter language code. Optional.  Default is 
"en". Valid values are "en", "es", and "fr".

} Example:
GET http://api.example.com/forecast?

date=2015-10-12&days=3&zip=98115&language=es



Weather Query Params Documentation

Parameter Description Type Required Notes

date The first day of the forecast date Optional Format is YYYY-MM-DD. Default is today's 
date.

days The number of days of forecast 
to return

integer Required

zip The zip code for the location of 
the forecast

integer Required

language The language of the returned 
data

string Optional Two-letter language format. Default is en. 
Valid values: en, es, fr

Query Parameters



Exercises 8 and 9: Query Parameters

} Exercise 8: Use your browser to get information from 
the NPR API.

} Exercise 9: Document query parameters for a bug 
tracking API



XML

eXtensible Markup Language

Introduction to Web APIs



Introduction
} This Lecture Covers

} What is XML?
} Tags and Content
} Nesting
} Attributes
} Indentation
} Schemas



XML

} eXtensible Markup Language
} Like HTML

} Hypertext Markup Language
} Used for creating websites
} XML can be used for any kind of structured data

Common Core license 3



Caveat

} There are entire books written about XML
} This lecture is not intended to tell you everything

} This will hopefully cover enough about XML to get you 
started documenting



Tags
} Tags work like HTML
} Start tags have this format: <_____>
} End tags have this format: </_____>
} The start and end tags must match
} Tag names must only be letters, numbers, and underscores
} Example:
<artist>The Beatles</artist>

} An empty tag can also end with />
} Example:
<invitees/> is the same as <invitees></invitees>



Content
} What goes between the tags is content
} If content has no tags:

} Treated like a string, even though it has no quotes
} You can use it for numbers and true/false

} The software will convert from a string 

} If content has tags:
} Nested data



Nested Tags
} You can put tags inside of tags to create nested data
} Example:
<color>
<red>205</red>
<green>123</green>
<blue>52</blue>

</color>



Attributes
} In addition to content, tags can have attributes
} Attributes hold simple data (a string)
} Attributes are key/value pairs.
} Both are strings, but the keys do not have quotes

} This means they must be letters, numbers, and underscores 
only

} No spaces or punctuation characters
} Attributes appear in the start tag

} key="value"



Attributes, continued
} In the most common designs, attributes are not used for data
} They are used to indicate that some property about the data 

(metadata)
} Examples:
<fileSize unit="kB">34.6</fileSize>

<cost currency="USD">43.23</cost>

<projectedValue decimals="2" confidence="5">
23.45</projectedValue>



The first line of an XML file
} XML declaration

} Indicates that it's an XML file
} Says what version, character encoding, etc.
} Optional

} As a writer, you can basically ignore it
} Example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>



Example XML: Describing a song
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<song>

<title>Hey Jude</title>
<artist>The Beatles</artist>
<musicians>

<musician>John Lennon</musician>
<musician>Paul McCartney</musician>
<musician>George Harrison</musician>
<musician>Ringo Starr</musician>

</musicians>
</song>



The same XML with attributes
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<song title="Hey Jude" artist="The Beatles">

<musicians>
<musician name="John Lennon"/>
<musician name="Paul McCartney"/>
<musician name="George Harrison"/>
<musician name="Ringo Starr"/>

</musicians>
</song>



Example XML: Describing a menu
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<menu> 

<column>

<header>File</header> 

<item>

<id>Open</id>

<label>Open</label>

</item>

<item>

<id>New</id>

<label>New</label>

</item> 

...

</column>

...

</menu>

ViewFile

Open

New

Close

Zoom In

Zoom Out

Original View



Menu XML Documentation (tables)

Element Description Type

column One or more column objects column element

Element Description Type

header The name of the column string

item One or more menu items under the column item element

menu: Represents a menu in a user interface.

column: Represents a column in a menu.

Element Description Type

menu A menu in a user interface menu element

Top level



Exercise 8: XML

} Follow the instructions in the exercise
} Create the equivalent weather forecast data 

files as you did for the JSON exercise



Documenting XML

How XML can be described

Introduction to Web APIs



Introduction
} This Lecture Covers

} Overall approach
} Documenting attributes
} How to document types
} How to use tables



Caveat
} There is no one way to document XML files!
} The video describes my personal preferences
} Get approval from your team before writing all of the 

documentation



JSON and XML
} API requests can often use either JSON and XML

} The request specifies which format to use

} In this case, try to create one table that documents both 
formats
} Table columns are the same
} Key names and tag names should be identical
} Types should be the identical



Attributes
} The biggest structural difference between JSON and XML 

is that XML has attributes and JSON does not
} If an API uses both JSON and XML, then typically the XML 

does not have attributes

} XML with only a few attributes
} Document attributes in the Notes column

} XML with many attributes
} Add an attributes column



XML with few attributes
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<song language="en">

<title>Hey Jude</title>
<artist>The Beatles</artist>
<musicians>

<musician>John Lennon</musician>
<musician>Paul McCartney</musician>
<musician>George Harrison</musician>
<musician>Ringo Starr</musician>

</musicians>
</song>



Song XML Documentation

Element Description Type Notes

song Top level song data object Attributes:
• language:Two letter 

language code

title Song title string

artist Song artist string

musicians A list of musicians who 
play on the song

JSON: array of string
XML: array of musician 
elements

musician The name of the musican

Represents a song.



Song XML Documentation

Element Description Type Notes

song Top level song data object Attributes: 
• language:Two

letter language 
code.

title Song title string

artist Song artist string

musicians A list of musicians who 
play on the song

JSON: array of string
XML: array of musician

musician The name of a musician string

Represents a song.



XML with many attributes
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<song title="Hey Jude" artist="The Beatles">

<musicians>
<musician name="John Lennon"/>
<musician name="Paul McCartney"/>
<musician name="George Harrison"/>
<musician name="Ringo Starr"/>

</musicians>
</song>



XML with many attributes documentation

Element Attribute Description Type

song Top level song data object

title Song title string

artist Song artist string

musicians A list of musicians who play on the 
song

array of musician 
objects

musician Musician on the song musician

name The name of the musician string

Represents a song.



Simple Types
} Technically, all simple types are strings, but…
} Software will convert from a string into number, Booelan, 

date, etc.
} So document the type

} Integer, float, Boolean, date, etc.

} This applies to both content and attributes



Complex Types
} Complex types are other elements
} List the element name in the type
} If using multiple tables, then have a table for each element 

type 



Example XML: Describing a menu
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<menu> 

<column>

<header>File</header> 

<item>

<id>Open</id>

<label>Open</label>

</item>

<item>

<id>New</id>

<label>New</label>

</item> 

...

</column>

...

</menu>

ViewFile

Open

New

Close

Zoom In

Zoom Out

Original View



Menu XML Documentation (tables)

Element Description Type

column One or more column objects column element

Element Description Type

header The name of the column string

item One or more menu items under the column item element

menu: Represents a menu in a user interface.

column: Represents a column in a menu.

Element Description Type

menu A menu in a user interface menu element

Top level



Request and Response
} Request and response tables are similar to JSON
} They are the same except:

} Required column that says "Required" or "Optional"
} If optional, then put default value in the Notes column



Exercise 9: Document XML

} Follow the instructions in the exercise
} Document two TV program recording XML 

requests
} Document an Internet of Things XML 

response



Tools

What’s Available to Help with API Documentation

Introduction to Web APIs



What Tools Do You Need?

} Word processors are easy to use
} But most developers prefer web-based 

documentation
} Easy to jump around
} Easy to quickly find specific information



What Features Do You Need?

} Tables
} Links to other parts of the documentation
} Monospace font for sample requests and 

responses

Element Description Type

header The name of the column string

items A list of menu items under the 
column

array of menu items



Word Processors

} Microsoft Word, Google Docs, Apple Pages, etc.
} Generates PDF output

Pros
} Sophisticated formatting
} Change tracking

Cons
} Doesn’t create good web-

based docs
} Can’t have multiple people 

working simultaneously



Commercial Tools

} Flare, Robohelp, Help & Manual, etc.
} Generates both web and PDF documentation

Pros
} Fine control over look-

and-feel
} Enterprise-style 

functionality

Cons
} Can be high cost
} Often overkill for API docs



Wikis

} Confluence, MindTouch, MediaWiki, TWiki, etc.
} Generates basic web documentation

Pros
} Easy to use
} Collaboration

Cons
} Basic look and feel



Content Management Systems

} WordPress, Drupal, Joomla, etc. 
} Generates basic web documentation

Pros
} Easy to use
} Large customer base

Cons
} Customization can be hard
} Tables can be difficult



Markup Solutions

} Jekyll, Sphinx, Read the Docs, GitHub
} Web documentation from Markdown or rST

Pros
} Sophisticated source 

control
} Designed for the web

Cons
} Not WYSIWYG



Autogenerated Documentation

} Documentation is generated from files that describe 
the API

} Swagger, DapperDox, StopLight, Apiary, ReadMe.io
} Talked about this previously



DITA

} What about DITA, the powerful open source 
standard?

} I haven’t seen it used much for API documentation
} It’s kind of overkill



Next Steps

Resources

Introduction to Web APIs



What do you need to know next?

} You’ve learned a lot
} You need more information about REST
} Also: overview material



Resources

} I’d Rather Be Writing - Tom Johnson
} Sarah Maddox
} SDK Bridge Online courses

} sdkbridge.com/online-courses
} Workbook contains links with discounts

SDK Bridge is available for writing and consulting

http://idratherbewriting.com/
https://ffeathers.wordpress.com/
http://sdkbridge.com/online-courses/

